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The Role of Institutions in Rural-Urban Migration and
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Changing Level of Indebtedness of the Peasantry

*
TAMAL DATTA CHAUDHURI

This paper attempts to formalise and integrate the roles of "rural push"
and "urban pull" factors in rural-urban migration and urban unemployment.
Perpetual indebtedness of the peasantry and a monopolistic moneylender,
combined with the Harris-Todaro framework, constitute the model. Analysis
reveals that such measures might fall short of their goal since the moneylender
syphons off part of the benefits that are supposed to accrue to the workers.
Possibilities of non-existence of equilibrium and multiple equilibria are pointed
out in this model.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a number of papers that have appeared in the fields of
economic development and international trade have in common a seminal idea intro-
duced by Harris and Todaro (hereafter referred to as H -T) [6] to explain rural-

urban migration and urban unemployment. An institutionally givenurban wagerate,
and a wage differential between the rural and the urban sector, form the basis of the
H-T framework. Migration is governed by expected wage equalisation and urban
unemployment is solved endogenously from the model. Besides [6], some of the
relevant references are Bhagwati and Srinivasan [2], Calvo [3] , Corden and Findlay
[4] , Gersovitz [5] , Khan [7] and Stiglitz [9] .

None of the above works considers the role of institutions in the rural sectors

of less developed countries in rural-urban migration. High rates of interest on
consumption loans and perpetual indebtedness of the peasantry are commonly
observed in such economies and such factors play an important role in pushing out
people from the rural sector. Indeed, the need for formalisingthese "push" factors
has been pointed out in Lipton [8]. Here we try to model such factors and integrate
the model with the analysis present in the above-mentioned literature.

*The author is a Research Scholar in the Department of Political Economy at the Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. (USA), and this article is part of his dissertation being pre-
pared under the guidance of Professor M. Ali Khan. He is indebted to Professor Khan, Professor
Bela Balassa and Professor Bruce Hamilton for helpful discussions. For errors, however, the
au thor alone is responsible.
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In the model under consideration, a particular form of rural institutional set-
up is formalised which shares some of the characteris~ics of a semi-feudal rural
economy. Such characteristics have been described in detail in Bhaduri [1]. We
assume that the rural sector has three classesof agents:

which is assumed to be homogeneous of degree one, twice continuously differenti-

able and concave. The allocation of Lj is determined by marginal productivity
pricing, Le.

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

agents who own land and carryon production with the help oflabour;
landless agricultural labourers who sell their labour for survival;and
a villagemoneylender who only invests in consumption loans.

p. aFj =P.F~ =w. j = r, u
J aL. J J JJ

The countr y is too small to influence P and P , positive international prices of theI u

two commodities.
Following H-T, we assume the urban wage rate to be institutionally givenat

(2.2)

The wage rate in the rural sector is determined competitively, but the labourers do
not get paid before a crop is harvested. So they have to survivebetween harvests on
their own resources. Also, given the fact that except for their labour power they
have no resources of their own, they are forced to take consumption loans. One of
the characteristics of such economies is that the peasants are denied the services of
the organised credit market. So they are forced to go to the villagemoneylender for
consumption loans. This puts the moneylender in a monopoly position who then
exploits the peasantry by charging high rates of interest. Moreover, once the
labourers get paid, a large part of their wages is paid out as interest, thus forcing
them to take consumption loans again in the next period.

The thrust of the paper essentially hinges on the existence of consumption
loans in the rural sector and the monopoly position enjoyed by the village money-
lender. Wecombine these with the essential ingredients of the H-T framework. But,
instead of the actual rural wage, we equate the "effective" rural wage to the expected
urban wage, the rate of distortion between the actual and the effective wage rate
being determined endogenously from the model.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the model, which is
analysed in Section 3. Section 4 deals with development policies and some compara-
tive static exercises are performed which bring out the significanceof this model. In
Section 5, the model is extended to incorporate the implications of movement in the
level of outstanding debt of the peasantry. Section 6 concludes the paper.

Wu = Wu (2.3)

L + (1 + X)L = r,L?
I u ..:z; ..

(2.4)

gives the distribution of the total labour force,~, over the two sectors, X standing
for the ratio of urban unemployment to urban employment.

The question now is: what determines the volume of consumption loan, cI'
taken by a rural worker? In this section, we assume that there is neither
accumulation nor 'decumulation' of debt. Any volume of consumption loan is fully
consumed by the worker, leaving neither savings nor outstanding debt. Since the
consumption loan is repaid with interest from the wagesearned, we have

c(1+i)=wI I
(2.5)

2. MODEL

where i stands for the rate of interest charged on the consumption loan. As WIis
assumed to be determined competitively, the moneylender has no control over WI'
and hence c depends on i only, ic representing the extent to which a rural worker isI I

exploited by the moneylender. c = w /1 + i can then be labelled as the "effectiveI I

wage" of a landless agricultural labourer .
We now turn, to an analysis of a rural worker's decision to migrate. Since cI

stands for the volume of consumption loan he can get during a certain production
period, this determines his standard of living in that period. If the expected wage in
the urban sector is greater than c , then it is in the interest of the worker to migrateI

to the urban sector. Hence, migration is governed by

There are two sectors in the economy, rural and urban, represented by indices
rand u respectively. Production is carried on in both sectors with the help of labour
and capital, where capital is assumed to be non-shiftable or sector-specific. Let the

lh sector produce a commodity Xj in accordance with the production function

c (1 + X) = WI U (2.6)

X. = F. (L., K.),J J J J j = r, u (2.1)

where 1/1 + Xis the probability of getting a job in the urban centre.
In order to complete the model, we need to determine the rate of interest,

"i". Two such methods are considered. The first involvesa quit function which
captures the possibility of a rural worker taking a loan and then slipping away to the
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urban sector. The second incorporates the idea that the moneylender can control the
supply of labour to the rural sector by changing the rate of interest. But whichever
method we consider, from equations (2.5) and (2.6) we observe that it is not in the
interest of the moneylender to charge an arbitrarily high rate of interest since, given
w , wand X, the worker might be pushed out. Given that his objective is tor u
maximise total returns from moneylending, it is in his interest to see that the rural
labourer does not migrate.

In our first approach, let "p" be the probability that a labourer will stay in the
rural sector. Then (1 - p) is the proportion of loans defaulted. The probability of
staying depends on the rural-urban wage ratio, the extent of urban unemployment
and the rate of interest on consumption loans. So,

Since ours is an equilibrium analysis, we rewrite the first-order condition, making use
of the equilibrium condition [equations (2.5) and (2.6)] which yields

i = 1/1 (X) (2.10)

p = p (w/wu' X,i) (2.7)

Under the hypothesis introduced in equation (2.9) and the second-order condition
of maximisation, 1/1'(X)cannot be signed. The implications of this will become clear
when we see the solution graphically in the next section.

Now we consider the alternative objective function of the moneylender. Since

the urban wage rate is given, the level of employment in the urban sector, Lu' is
immediately obtained by the marginal productivity condition. The remaining labour

force, se - Lu' will either be employed in the rural sector or choose to remain
unemployed in the urban sector. In the presence of consumption loans, the supply
of labour to the rural sector, LS,is a function of the rural wage rate relative to ther
urban wage rate, the rate of urban unemployment and the rate of interest on con-
sumption loans, i.e.

where we assume that PI > 0, P2 > 0, P3 < 0, Pi's standing for the partial derivatives
of the p-function with respect to its arguments. Thus when the urban unemploy-
ment rate, X, and/or the rural-urban wage ratio increases, the probability to stay
increases. But when the rate of interest increases, then, given the values of the other
variables, that probability decreases.

When a rural worker quits, the moneylender loses the interest on the loan given
and he suffers a capital loss equal to the volume of the loan defaulted. I His problem
is then to maximise the net returns per unit of loan advanced, i.e.

LS = LS[w /w , X, i] ..r r r u (2.11)

Max J ip (w /w , X,i) - (1 - pew /w , X,i))}il r u r u

where the partial derivativesof the LSfunction with respect to its first two argumentsr
are positive and that with respect to the third argument is negative. The money-
lender can then affect the number of workers in the rural sector through variation in
the rate of interest which maximises the interest income from a unit of money
loaned out per person to the whole rural labour force, i.e.

First-order conditions of maximisation yield i* = - e./l + e., where e. < 0 is the par-I I I

tial elasticity of the p-function with respect to the rate of interest. A meaningful

solutionof i isan i* > 0 andthat requiresI eil <1. Sinceei is a functionofw/wu'
X,and i, quite generally we can write

Max iL (w /w , X,i)
i r r u

i = ifJ(w/wu' X) (2.8)

\
Since the partial derivatives of the L -function with respect to its arguments arer
the same as those of the p-function, the first-order conditions of maximisation again
yield a solution to the rate of interest in the form specified in equation (2.8) or
(2.10).

Normally we would expect the moneylender to charge a lower rate of interest when
probability to quit increases to compensate for the loss in net returns and charge a

higher rate of interest when that probability falls. Thus we assume ifJI > 0 and ifJ2
> 0, that is we impose the following restrictions on the p-function (at equilibrium):2

3. ANALYSISOF THE MODEL

Collecting equations from the previous section and making appropriate substi-
tutions, we get our model as follows:

P3I > 0 and P32 > 0 (2.9) L + ( 1 + X) L = rLlr u .;z .. (3.1)

IIn this paper "to default" and "to quit to migrate" are equivalent concepts.
2Together with these we have the second-order condition which requires that p (1 + i)

+ 2p < O. 333

P FL (1 + X) = W (1 + i)r r u (3.2)
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i = 1/1(A) (3.3)
Wr

w =PFLu u u (3.4)

So we have four equations in four variables, L , L , A, and i. Given Wu at Vi,r u u
equation (3.4) solves for Lu and thus effectively we have three equations, (3.1) to
(3.3) to solve for L , A and i, the parameters of our system being K , K , w , (~pr r u u.:z'r
and P . The nature of the solution is depicted in Figures Ia to Icu

The basic diagram is that used by Corden and Findlay [4], but with an
additional curve TT'. It is the presence of TT' that makes our analysis distinct
and an explanation as to its origin is necessary. Recall that equation (2.6) gaveus a
relationship between c , wand i. After making appropriate substitutions, ther r
equation can be rewritten as

P FLr r
(3.5)c =

, 1+i2'~L, -I]
Since the urban wage rate is given at wu' Lu is fixed, and also given that the total

labour force,Sf,is fixed, equation (3.5) givesus a relationship in cr and Lr' Differen-
tiating c with respect to L , we getr r

dc w

dL: =2'(1:i) QrQufu11r + QrEA}
(3.6)

Wr

where

~ =d logL /d logw < 0
11 r rr

EA = 1/1'(I + A)/l + i

Q =L/~andQ = L (1 +A)/2r r u u
dc

The sign of ~, being dependent on the sign of EA' can be either positive ordLr
negative, and that is why three different TT' curves have been drawn in Figures la to
Ic, where TT' shows the relationship between c and L. Note that the position of- r r
TT' curve depends on.5( and Lu.3

3To be specific

dc w1/l' dc w1/1' (Sf-L)
~= r and ~ = r r

d!£' (1 + i)2i dL (1 + i)2i 2u u u

shift in TT' due to changes in parameter values depends on 1/1'

. It also shows that the extent of
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Wr A Wu

The rationale for the use of the TT' and qq' curves in determining equilibrium

is given by the equilibrium condition (2.5). Rewriting this equation and using the
fact that w is given,we getu

M

Wu cr [ 2! - Lr] = wuLu
(37)

Or Lr
I

Lr

Figure Ie
Lu Ou

and this equality is only satisfied at Y where the qq' and TT' curves intersect.
Moreover, it is highly illuminating in the sense that we can see directly the extent of
exploitationS of the rural workers by the moneylenders, which is given by the
distance XV. The equilibrium rate of interest can also be computed and is XY/YLr.

Figures lb and Ic are drawn with TT' sloping upward, i.e. we assume that E'Ais
Positive and sufficiently high to make dc /dL positive. The nature of the TT' curver r
is important from the point of view of existence, uniqueness and stability of equilib-
rium which form the basis of comparative static exercises. We do not analyse

questions of existence and uniqueness here, but graphically show the possibility of
both nonexistence of equilibrium and multiple equilibria.

In the previous section we have already imposed conditions for the existence of
a positive rate of interest. This immediately implies that TT' will always lie below
AK. Since w and i are both positive numbers, c will be non-negative and, hence,r r
cannot have an intercept on the horizontal axis. Again, since qq' is a rectangular
hyperbola, it will have a positive intercept on the w axis. The c curve might lie
below it throughout as shown by T"T" in Fig. lc. Th~s equilibriunJmight not exist.
Possibility of multiple equilibria is shown by TT' in the same figure.

We now move on to a study of the stability of the system. Given w = w ,u u

the level of employment in the urban sector is given at Lu. Hence, from equation
:.l- L

(3.1), we can solve for 'Ain terms of L , i.e. I + 'A = r. Substituting thisr -
value of 'Ain equations (3.2) and (3.3) and then substitutilig for i in equation (3.2),
we have

Pl~[~~L,] = W. ~ + ~f~L, - I}]
(3.8)

A'
M'

------------

//T"
"./

/

--

Fig. la shows the allocation oflabour between the urban sector (0 L ), the rural, u u
sector (0 L ) and urban unemployment (L L ); qq is the "Harris-Todaro" curve;r r r u
TT' shows consumption loans per head for different levelsof rural employment;

XY/Xl is the equilibrium rate of interest on consumption loansr
Fig. lb and Ic are drawn with TT' being upward sloping showingnon-existence of

equilibrium and multiple equilibria

let us concentrate on Fig. Ia in which AA' and MM' are the values of the
marginal product curves oflabour in the rural and the urban sectors respectively, and
qq', a rectangular hyperbola, is the "Harris-Todaro curve".4 We have drawn the
diagram with the elasticity of MM' being greater than unity and that is why qq' lies
below it. Whenthis elasticity is unity, MM' and qq' coincide, and qq' lies above MM'

when this elasticity is less than one. E'Ais assumed to be negativeand this makesTT'
downward-sloping. Equilibrium is achieved at Y, givingrural employment at 0 L- r r
and urban unemployment at L L . Since w is given, 0 L is the level of urbanru u uu
employment. We observe that the level of rural employment is less than 0 D, ther
Harris-Todaro level. But it can be greater or less than OrB, the competitive level.
This is depicted by the dotted curve T"T" , which is another TT' curve.

4See[4].

Sit is extent of exploitation of the rural workers in the sense that their take home pay is
less than their actual pay, the difference being taken away by the moneylender. But if we think
in terms of welfare loss, then both the landlords and the landless rural workers are being ex-
ploited since the rate of interest is a distortion in the system. The extent of the welfare loss that
will be borne by the landlords and the labourers will depend on the elasticity of the IT curve in
relation to the elasticity of qq.
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which is an equation in the variable Lr only; for stability we specify the following
~ynamic process Wr A

i = F

[

p FL
{

::£- Lr

}
- Vi

{
I + cP PrF~ ~ - Lr - I

}J

F' > 0r rr - u - -
Lu Wu Lu

F (0) =0 . . . . . . (3.9)

Equation (3.9) states that if the effective wage in the rural sector is greater than the
expected wage in the urban sector, then the level of employment in the rural sector
increases,F (0) givingthe rate of increase.

Linearising the differential equation around the equilibrium value of L , sayr
[ , yieldsr M'

T
0 - w (1 + X)
L =(L -L)F' 0 r

r r r r,t? Q Q
X r u

The system is stable if and only if

I

q
[Q TI - Q (1 - E~) ]ur r 1\ (3.10)

L~

Figure

LuOr Lr
2

Q (1 - E"\) - Q TI > 0r 1\ u r

and a sufficient condition for the system to be stable is 0 ~ EX~ I. Since EA.can
have any sign and magnitude, TT' can be of the different shapes as seen in Figs. 1a to
c and all of those equilibria cannot be stable. Moreover, since there is a possibility of
multiple equilibria, as in Fig. Ic, all of those cannot be stable, too. What the stability
condition is doing is that it is imposing a restriction on the slope of the TT' around
its points of intersection with qq', Le. the equilibrium point. Observe that the

system is stable if EXis negative. This implies from equation (3.6) that TT' is down-
ward-sloping. Thus the equilibrium Y in Fig. la is stable. The question of instability
arises when the TT' curve is upward-sloping and we show graphically that under the
adjustment process specified in equation (3.9) an equilibrium generated by an
upward -sloping TT' curve intersecting the qq' curve from above is stable.

Consider the equilibrium Y in Figure2 . In that situation, c ( rll- L ) = Vi Lu. r;:V' r u
= area L YHO = area Vi SL 0 . At this urban wage Vi , at any level of employ-r, u u u u, u, ,
ment 0 r.; greater than 0 L , c (dl - r.; ) = area EIO r.; < area FGO r.; = arearr rr r:;J.; r ur 0 ur
ViSL O. Under the given adjustment process, this implies that L is negative.u u u 0 r
Similarly, L will be positive fOJany level of rural employment less than 0 L at ther r r
given urban wage rate Vi . So, the equilibrium is stable. Under the same adjustmentu
process, the equilibrium y' in Fig. Ib is unstable. The necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for stability is the algebraic expression of the nature of the intersection between
qq' and TT'.

Stability analysis in the H -T framework with consumption loans
in the ruralsector

4. DEVELOPMENTPOLICIES

137
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In this section we perform some comparative static exercises which bring out
the significanceof this work and help in evaluatingdifferent policies in this setting.

The equations relevant for comparative static exercises are (3.1) to (3.4),
whose total differentiation yields

1 alog L alogK. - dz
Le. Ax =b where - = u , p. = J , j = r, u and any variable z= -

TI alog Wu J alog w. zu J
represents a proportional change in that variable. It can easily be checked that the

stability condition implies IAI < O.

to.

Qr Q Q 0 L ::£u u r
-

Wu - Pr - K)Pr ITlr I 0 -1 A. ., (4.1)

0 EX 0 -1 Lu
= 0

-
0 0 Tlu 0 i W - P - K /pu u u u
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4.1. Minimum WageLegislation

Consider first the effects of an increase in the institutionally fixed urban wage
on the variables of the model. Fixation of the urban wage at a higher levelhas the
immediate effect of decreasing L and increasing A. On the other hand, a rise in wu u
increases migration and further increases A. But this rise in Aitself slows down migra-
tion since the probability of getting a job in the urban sector, 1/1 + A,falls. In the
moneylending front, a rise in w leads the moneylender to reduce i, but a rise in Au
tends to raise i. The final effects on the variables L , Aand i can be deduced fromr
the following formulae

L/v. = -2-
{

- Q (17 + (1 - E\)
}r u IAI U U /\

l/wu = ~JE, (Q 17 + Q 17)l
IAI l/\ r u u rJ

~/wu= 111 [Qru+Qu17r}

The significance of the conditions imposed in the propositions can be seen in

te.rms of Figure 3. A rise in the urban rate from wuto w~ reduces urban employ-

ment from Lu to ~. This fall in urban employment pushes the TT' curve upward to--, , -, ,
TT which intersects the new rectangular hyperbola qq drawn through (wu' ~).
Since the above diagram is drawn assuming the elasticity of the MM' curve to be

greater than unity and EA to be negative, the condition stated in Proposition 4.1.1
is not binding and this is why we necessarily get an increase in rural employment
from 0 L to 0' L'. But if the manufacturing elasticity is less than unity, then ther r r r
outcome is dependent on the fulftlment of the condition. The condition is also
crucial when TT' is upward-sloping.

We now focus on the normative aspect of this policy measure. Let socialwel-
fare be given by national income Z = P X + P X . The violation of Propositionr r u u
4.1.1 implies that a rise in the urban wage is immiserising. Bearingin mind that the
novel aspect of this model is the presence of consumption loans, what is of greater
interest is the effect on effective wage of a rural worker and the extent of exploita-
tion. From this point of view, Proposition 4.1.2 is of importance since it gives
conditions under which the rate of interest will increase. If this is accompanied with
a fall in the rural wage rate, then the effective wage of a rural worker (and hence his
welfare) falls.

and are summarised in the following propositions:

Proposition 4.1.1

An increase in the urban wage rate unambiguously decreases urban employ-
ment and increases the unemployment rate. It will increaseruralemployment if and

only if l17ul < (1 - EA) and either EA < 0 or 0 ~ EA < 1. It will alsodecrease
rural employment if EA~ 1.

I

q-,
q

Or

WuWr

Proposition 4.1.2

With an increase in the urban wage rate, the rate of interest on consumption

loans. increases, remains constant or decreases if and only ifEA is greater than, equal
to, or less than zero respectively.

-,
Wu

Wu
T

Remark 4.1

Even if l17u I = 1, the rural unemployment level will change so long as EA =1=O.

Observe that EX plays a crucial role in the propositions. An immediate impli-
cation of this is that the restrictions on the parameter valuesin Corden and Findlay
[4] need to be modified and that and this is stated in Proposition 4.1.1 and is seen
even more clearly from Remark 4.1. In diagrammatic terms, when the manufactur-
ing elasticity is equal to unity, then the rectangular hyperbola qq' coincides with MM'
and thus in their model an increase in minimum wagehas no effect on rural employ-
ment. But in our model, the moment the urban employment level changes, the TT
curve shifts, giving a new levelof rural employment. What is even more important is
that they do not have anything like Proposition 4.1.2 whereby implications of policy
issueson distribution of income can be singledout.

A'

L~
Figure 3

Effect of a rise in urban wage on allocation of labour, extent of exploitation
and rate of interest on consumption loans

Lr
I

Lu Lu Ou
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4.2. PopulationGrowth

Rural sectors of less developed countries generally experience huge population
pressure because of high rate of growth of population as such and near-stagnant
urban centres. Given a fixed urban wage, the increase in labour force either gets
employed in the rural sector or joins the unemployment pool. The growth in
unemployment discourages the rural people from migrating and they tend to stay in
the rural sector since the probability of getting a job in the urban sector falls. This
enhances the "pool" of the exploited in the rural sector. The positive effects of
population growth is stated in the following proposition and the normative effects
can be derived from it.

Proposition 4.3
Increase in capital inflow in the urban sector increasesurban employment and

reduces the unemployment rate. It will increase rural employment if and only if

EX < 1. Increase in capital inflow in the rural sector increasesruralemployment and
decreases the unemployment rate. In both cases,the rate of interest on consumption

loans will increase,remain constant, decrease, if and only if EX is negative, zero or
positive.

The reader can carry on his own welfare analysis along the lines suggested in

the previous subsections.

Proposition 4.2.1

Populi1tiongrowth unambiguously increases the urban unemployment rate. It

will increaserural employment if and only if EX < 1. The urban employment level
remains unchanged.

4.4. WageSubsidies in Agriculture

Farmers in less developed countries are subsidised in different ways. They are

supplied with fertilisers, water for irrigation and other agricultural inputs at
subsidised rates. Again, they are given price support for the fmal good. Here we
note the effects of subsidisingwage costs of the agricultural producers.

The algebraic structure needed in deriving the following proposition can be
arrived at by replacingequation (3.2) by

Proposition 4.2.2

With an increase in populi1tion, the rate of interest on consumption loans

increases, decreases, or remains constant, if and only if EX is positive, zero or
negative.

(P FL + s ) (1 + X) = w (1 + i)r r r u (3.2')

respectively and then totally differentiating the system of equations (3.1), (3.2')
and (3.3), where s stands for wage subsidy.r

Remark 4.2.1

In particular, if EX= I, then the rural employment level remains unchanged.
The above remark, combined with Proposition 4.2.2, immediately implies that

the effective wage of the already employed deteriorates, and the extent of exploita-
tion increases. It shows that although overall the welfare doesn't change, income is
redistributed in favour of the moneylender, leaving the rural workers worse off.
Generally speaking, Proposition 4.2.1 indicates that from the overall economy's
point of view, population growth can be immiserising.

Proposition 4.4

An increasein wagesubsidy,s, haspositiveand normativeeffects simili1rtor
those of capital accumulation in the ruralsector. The effect on the rate of interest is
given by the condition stated in Proposition 4.3.
It is of interest to note that although an increase in wage subsidies increases the
actual wage of the agricultural labourers it will not lead to an increase in their effec-

tive wage by the same amount if EXis negative. In fact, it might even fall. That is, a
part of the increase in subsidieswill be absorbed by the villagemoneylender through
high interest rates. Thus wage subsidieswill not have the effects to the extent that is
desired since the moneylender will syphon off part of the benefits that were
intended to accrue to the rural workers.

4.3. Region-specific Capital Inflow

The analysis of the effects of region-specific capital inflow needs little justifica-
tion in the context cf less developed countries. Indeed, most of the less developed
economies have experienced extensive urbanisation in the past few decades. On the
other hand, in the context of the rural sector, it attains even more significanceonce
one views the introduction of the Green Revolution technology with its attendant
changes in irrigation methods and use of fertilisers as a capital inflow.

Inspection of the equation system (4.1) yields the following proposition.

5. CHANGINGLEVEL OF INDEBTEDNESSAND
ITSIMPACTONMIGRATION

So far we have assumed that the level of outstanding debt of the peasants is
, alwayszero, i.e. we were observinga steady state. In this sectionwe analysethe
implications of the changinglevel of indebtedness of the peasantry. The existence of
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outstanding debt implies that the rural workers borrow more than their post-harvest
income, w . Moneylenders allow this to happen presumably because they can absorbr
whatever assets the peasant has. Examples of such assets are jewellery, utensils and
residential structures, and it is the non-acceptance of these assets as valid collaterals
by the organised credit market that forces the peasants to go to the moneylender.

In order to determine the volume of consumption loans per worker in the rural
sector, we consider a simple borrowing and lending process where, in the beginning
of a period, a rural worker gets a loan equal to the discounted value of his assets and
repays it with interest from the wages earned at the end of the period. Let Abe the
value of assets a worker is endowed with in the beginning of period t and let it be the
rate of interest fixed by the moneylender in that period. Then the volume of
consumption loan, ct, he can get is A/I + it. At the end of the period he earns wagesr
wt and repays the loan compounded by the current rate of interest. If wt > ctr r r
(1 +it) =A,then the rural worker can free all his assets from the moneylender and

thus consumption in period (t+I) will be given by c: + 1 = A + (w: - A).
1 + it + 1

If wt < A, then the rural worker loses assets equal to the value of the outstandingr
debt and his commitments at the end of the next period include interest payment on

the outstanding debt. Let Dt + 1 =A- w~where Dt + 1 > 0 indicates that the rural
worker is in debt in the beginning of period t + 1, and Dt + 1< 0 indicates that the
worker carries over a surplus from the previous period. So the above equation can be
rewritten as

ct+ 1 (1 +it+ 1)+Dt+ 1 (1 +it+ 1)=Ar (5.1)

The movement of debt per person, D, over time plays an important role in this
paper and let us specify the equation that describes its movement. In terms of
discrete time periods,

or

Dt + 2 = c~ + 1 (1 + it + 1) + Dt + 1 (1 + it + 1) - w: + 1

Dt + 2 =A- Wt + 1r (5.2)

Equation(52) is a first order non-lineardifferenceequationin D sincew: + 1 is a
function of Dt + 1.

In the p-function we introduce D as an argument showing that the decision to

quit or stay depends on the level of indebtedness also. So

p = p (w/wu' A,i, D) (5.3)
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where we assume, as before, that PI > 0, P2 > 0, P3 < 0 and P4 < O. The maxi-
misation problem of the moneylender is then given by

Maxfc + D) ip (w /w , A,i, D) - (1 - p (w /w , A,i, D) ) C}. r ru ru r1

where we assume that the moneylender can recoup the capital value of
the outstanding debt. The first-order conditions of maximisation yield

t = 1 - 1, where e is the partial elasticity of the p-function with- p
-e .p[I - D/A]p

respect to the rate of interest. A meaningful solution of i is an i* > 0 and a sufficient

condition for that is I ep I < I. Siilce ep is a function of w/wu' A,i and D, quite
generally we can write

i = <I>(wr/wu' A, D) (5.4)

where we assume that <1>1> 0, <1>2> 0 and <1>3< 0, that is, we impose the following
restrictions on the p-function (at equilibrium):6

P31 > 0, P32 > 0 and P34 (1 - DLA) - P3/A < 0

Collecting equations and making appropriate substitutions, we have our model
now as follows:

L +(1 +A ) [ =Sfr . u (5.5)

(A/I + i - D)(I + A) = Wu

i = <I> (P FL/w , A, D)r r u

(5.6)

(5.7)

Dt + 1 = A- P FL (t)r r (5.8)

Given any value of D, equations (5.5) to (5.7) solve for Lr' Aand i, where Lu is deter-
mined by the assumption that the urban wage rate is fixed at Wuand the marginal
productivity condition. This we denote a.sthe temporary equilibrium of our model,
the parameters being A, K , K , t"llw , P and P . Once this equilibrium is reached,r u.:z, u r u
it determines the change in D, and another temporary equilibrium is arrived at in the

I 6Together with these we have the second-order condition which requires that (l-DfA)~ Jp33 (l + i) + p~ - 1 < O.r ~ (l +i)2
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next period. If the difference equation has a unique and stable rest point,7 then the

successive temporary equilibria will eventually converge to a steady state, i.e.

Dt + j = Dt + j - 1 for all j. Solution to the difference equation requires Lr to be a
function of D since P FL is a function of L . For this, we appeal to equations (5.5)r r r
to (5.7) whose total differentiation, keeping the other parameter values constant,
yields

in the debt level on migration from the rural to the urban sector, and the arrows
indicate the direction of change.

- dL - dD - d"\ - d
. a.

where L = ~ D = - , A.~ , i = ~- and e =-2
r L D 1 + A. 1 + i D aDr

D <0.
1 + i

i.e.Bx = b

It can be easily checked that the stability condition of the temporary equilibrium

implies that I BI > O. r
{ J- From equation (5.9) we get LiT) =w [Qu D(eD+l)+creD} So,

L/D> 0 if IeD I ~1. That is with an increase in debt, if the rate of interest falls
more than proportionately, then the level of rural employment will increase. But if

I eD I < I and D(eD + 1) > creD' then an increase in the level of outstanding debt
will lead to an increase in migration and lower rural employment.

Let us rewrite equation (5.2) as

Note: Chart indicating effects on variation in the debt level on migra-
tion, the arrows indicating the direction of change in migration.

Dt + 2 =A+ f (Dt + 1). Then f' (Dt + 1) = - P FLL dLr
r r dD

Box 1 in the chart indicates that outstanding debt will eventually approach its

rest point and a decrease in migration will be observed. But the approach is an
oscillatory one. Box 2 in the chart, on the other hand, givesus an interesting result.
It shows that increased indebtedness is associated with increased migration, a phen-
omenon commonly observed in less developed countries. The peasants begin with a*
level of outstanding debt less than the steady -state level D. As debt increases,
people have the rural sector and join the urban unemployed. This has two effects.
Under the assumption of a rigid urban wage rate, an increase in the number of the
unemployed decreases the probability of getting a job in the urban sector and hence
discourages migration. On the other hand, as people leavethe rural sector, the rural
wage rate increases making it easier for the peasants to payoff their debts. A fall in
the rate of interest also helps in slowingdown migration and the process stops when
the correct configuration of D, w , i, wand A.is arrived at. At D*, the level ofr u
indebtedness of the peasantry does not change. And given the urban wagerate and
rate of urban unemployment, it is not worth-while to migrate also. The
combinations given in Boxes 3 and 4 do not give us any defmitive idea about what
happens to migration. Since we have explosive oscillations, all we can say is that. . *
lfrespectlve of where we start from, the levelof D will gradually move away from D .
Boxes 5 to 8 giveus situations where we have either monotonic convergence or diver-
gence.

It is well known that if (a) 0 < f' < I or (b) - I < f' < 0 then the rest point of

the difference equation is stable. On the other hand, if (c) f' > I or (d) f' < - 1,
then it is unstable. Note that in cases (b) and (d) we get oscillations in the value of D
over time.

The above discussion indicates that if the difference equation has a unique

rest point, then there are different possible outcomes associated with changes in the
level of rural indebtedness. The chart below, summarises the final effects of variation

*
7Observe that the steady-state value of D, i.e. D , can be negative. Given the steady-state

configuration of the other variables, in spite of the workers having to take loans in the beginning
of a period, they might end up with a surplus at the end of each period. But the analysis in this
paper has been done keeping in mind a positive value of D, a state commonly observed in less
developed countries.

D* is stable D* is unstable

* * * *
D>D D<D D>D D<D

- -
L /D < 0 t ? ?

r

1 2 3 4

LID >0 l' '" '"
l'

r

5 6 7 8

Qr Q 0 LI I 0u r

A
-

0 cr
- A. I = 'D In. (5.9)1+ i

--ew11r -eA. 1 I I i I I eD
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6. CONCLUSION

In a very simple framework, this paper has brought out the importance of the
study of institutional arrangements in the rural sectors of less developed countries
and the bearing it has on evaluating the effects of differ.ent policies. Modelswithout
consumption loans give an imprecise idea about the effectiveness of policy
instruments since they ignore the presence of rural moneylenders who syphon off
part of the benefits that are supposed to accrue to the agricultural labourers. Indeed,
we observe within our simple framework that measures aimed at improving the wel-
fare of the agricultural labourers might actually improve that of the moneylenders,
leaving the workers with an even lower effective wage, a dimension which has not
been captured in the literature. An added dimension of the paper is that it provides a
framework through which the effects of changing level of indebtedness on migration
can be captured. To be specific, we showed that under certain conditions, increasing
indebtedness will force people to leave the rural sector and join the urban
unemployed. Development policy analysis can also be carried out in the presence of
debt. In their concluding section of [6], Harris and Todaro discuss policies like
migration restrictions as welfare-improving. But, within our model, in effect, it will
lead to strengthening the position of the villagemoneylender who can now exploit
the peasantry even more. So, before imposing such restrictions, what is initially
required is freeing of these labourers from their indebtedness.
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